
TAJIKISTAN’S JUDICIAL REFORM PROGRAM FOR 2011-2013 DISCUSSED IN DUSHANBE 

DUSHANBE, December 22, 2010, Asia-Plus /Zarina Ergasheva/ -- A draft judicial 

reform program designed for 2011-2013 was discussed at a roundtable in Dushanbe on 

December 21. 

The roundtable meeting brought together representatives from the government 

bodies, human rights activists and lawyers to discuss the new judicial reform program. 

Jumakhon Davlatov, the State Adviser to the President from Legal Matters, noted 

that the judicial reform program from 2007-2010 had been successfully implemented. 

A new Criminal Procedure Code, transferring to courts some powers previously held 

by prosecutors, came into effect in the country in April. 

“We intend to continue improving the country’s judicial system, but transition to a 

new system must be held gradually,” Davlatov said, noting that activities of courts must be 

transparent. “I am sure the reform will allow removing all existing shortcomings of the 

judicial system,” Davlatov added. 
In the meantime, the director of the Independent Human Right Center public 

association, Sergey Romanov, noted that the program did not include aspects concerning 

the prosecution as one of participants in the legal procedure. According to him, the time 

has come to reform the bar institutions and adopt a new law on the bar. 
Human rights activists and lawyers participating at the meeting also noted that the 

program did not embrace issues related to creation juvenile courts in the country. 

The draft judicial reform program for 2011-2013 provides for a number of changes 

and addenda to the country’s legislation to enhance activities of courts, including 

improvement of resource-and-technical base of courts and measures to combat corruption. 

The program also offers adoption of a new Criminal Code that will include a number of 

decriminalization and humanization measures. 
Tajikistan’s judicial reform program was worked out on the basis of president’s 

address to parliament on April 20, 2006 and includes measures to carry out judicial reform 

in the country. The main objective of the program is in strengthening the judicial branch of 

power and the judicial system, raising a role of courts in protection of rights, freedoms and 

legal interests of citizens, ensuring guarantee of judicial protection of new social relations, 

and raising professionalism of judges. 


